
3  WAY S

the Surface Slim Pen 2 
enhances productivity

Unlock the potential of putting 

the pen to the screen 

New ways of doing business require new tools—IT needs flexible, versatile 

devices and accessories to help employees keep up with evolving trends and 

work styles. Pairing the Surface with the Surface Slim Pen 2 delivers an elevated 

experience for employees, helping them produce their best work. Explore how 

this versatile toolset enhances productivity across industries and roles, from 

creatives sketching product designs to frontline workers taking notes.

1 Boosts adaptability for a diverse workforce

8 apps and counting

Support realistic inking with haptic signals

Employees can enjoy the Surface Slim Pen 2's sleek and comfortable carpenter-inspired style across 

their favorite Office applications, drawing and writing directly in Word, PowerPoint, and Excel. Select 

applications support the pen’s haptic tactile signals, sending vibrations as employees make gestures 

like scribbling through words or circling text. Integrations with tactile signals are supported by some 

of the most used apps, including Microsoft Office, Microsoft PowerPoint, Microsoft Journal, Microsoft 

Whiteboard, Adobe® Fresco®, Sketchable, LiquidText™, and Shapr3D.

2 Unleash creativity with digital sketching 

4,096 pressure levels 

Provide a natural writing experience

The best-performing Surface Pen yet, the latest version is popular among digital artists and graphic 

designers. The re-designed Surface Slim Pen 2 offers pin-point accuracy and incredible shading 

thanks to a sharper pen tip, making it perfect for creating detailed illustrations and digital artwork.

3 Enable intuitive note-taking and collaboration 

Up to 15 hours pen battery life*

Offer seamless, all-day productivity

Surface Slim Pen 2 provides a more natural and precise writing experience than typing on a 

keyboard. The haptic motor in Surface Slim Pen 2 brings the feeling of writing on paper to your 

PC's screen, making it ideal for students or professionals who want to capture handwritten notes 

digitally. Or teams can brainstorm and sketch with others over Microsoft Teams or Microsoft 

Whiteboard.

*Battery life varies significantly based on usage, network and feature configuration, signal strength, settings and other fac tors. See 

aka.ms/SurfaceBatteryPerformance for details. 

Better than pen and 

paper—sketching, writing, 

and capturing ideas 

wherever work is done. 

Contact your sales 

representative

Explore the productivity-boosting 

power of fast, fluid, and real-time 

inking with the Surface Slim Pen 2. 
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